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A Sneak Preview of the Principal Theme of This Presentation
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• In developing strategy, there are two distinct ways to frame the future – a

Forecast Zone and a Foresight Zone.

• The Prediction Horizon is the point at which traditional analytical tools become

ineffective, but beyond which long-term survival will likely be determined.

• The tools of the innovator are essential to success in the Foresight Zone.
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To live in an uncertain world means accepting that our
quest for truth is limited and fraught with errors; yet we
cannot but engage with it ... I’d much rather navigate this
uncertain world with Shakespeare than be fooled into
believing with Descartes that humans have a way of
building our house of cards upon a bedrock of certainty.

− Lorenzo Zucco, Professor of Law at King’s College London

* Zucco, L; Much Ado About Uncertainty: How Shakespeare Navigates Doubt, July 2020, Psyche

https://psyche.co/ideas/much-ado-about-uncertainty-how-shakespeare-navigates-doubt
https://psyche.co/ideas/much-ado-about-uncertainty-how-shakespeare-navigates-doubt


The Pace of Technological Change is Accelerating
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US Technology Adoption Rates, 1900 to Present



Disruption Rarely Comes from Traditional Competitors… 

Companies Respond Well to Threats They Can Clearly See
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The Threat is Not Limited to Digital Disruptors
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Nor Does the Disruptive Threat Always Come From a 

Competitive Offering
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A Failure of Imagination About the Future is Often the Cause
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• In developing strategy, there are

two distinct ways to frame the

future – a Forecast Zone and a

Foresight Zone.

• The Prediction Horizon is the point

at which traditional analytical

tools become ineffective, but

beyond which long-term survival

will likely be determined.
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It is often difficult to imagine a different world. It is this failure of imagination that so often leads to strategic 

surprise. What is needed is to expand the futures that are considered by sparking the imagination.

Rita McGrath – Author of Seeing Around Corners (2019)



The Strategy Paradox(1) Clearly Captures the Problem
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The future is 

uncertain

Success requires 

commitment to a 

strategy well in 

advance of 

certainty

(1) The Strategy Paradox; Michael E. Raynor; Random House Doubleday; 2007

CORRELARY:  Great failures also come from commitment in advance of 

certainty…and there’s the rub



There are Two Possible Approaches to the Strategy Paradox

1. Fast Response (reactive)          

Be faster than your competitors 

in responding once near 

certainty is achieved.

2. Strategic Options (proactive) 

Pursue multiple strategic options 

under uncertainty to increase 

the odds of success given 

alternative future outcomes.
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The Strategic Options Approach is Increasingly the Better 

Choice

• The pace of change is accelerating

• Extraordinary levels of VC funding for 

startups intent on disruption

• Digital disruptors can upset seemingly 
stable industries very quickly

• A strong fast response capability is 

increasingly the norm

• Movement toward stakeholder focus 

(vs shareholder)
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Strategic Options Provide a Path Forward

• Strategic Options are relatively small actions

and investments designed to produce

outsized returns when an unpredictable future

scenario comes to pass.

• They support the Strategic Plan by providing

resilience and upside.

– an insurance policy on an uncertain future

– a disciplined way to create your own future

• A small portfolio of strategic options can

prepare for critical and unpredictable future

scenarios.
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The strategic plan invests 

in the predictable.

Strategic options let you 

Invest in the unpredictable.



The Innovator’s Toolkit Enables Robust Options Development
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Emergent and Iterative Learning – Learning about, and understanding, how the future can plausibly 
unfold in myriad ways is a skill that is necessary for strategic innovation. Understanding deepens and 
insight emerges through the iterative deepening learning methods that innovators employ.

Complex and Holistic Systems Thinking – Future worlds are examined as an interconnected system 
whose various components interact in non-obvious ways. Routine extension of past correlations is 
inadequate. Future complexity requires qualitative synthesis, systems thinking and storytelling to 
achieve understanding and communicate possibilities.

Creative First, then Analytical – Strategic options are first created with a bottoms-up, outside-in, 
creative process, which expands the range of potential options. As options advance through the 
decision-making process, more analytics are layered in.

Options Mindset and Decision-Making under Uncertainty – Creating a wide range of potential 
options and shaping and focusing on the best few is necessary to deal with inherent uncertainty. You 
need tools and methods that disrupt experience-based, top-down decision-making.



A Dual-Path Strategy Accommodates Both Fast Response and 

Strategic Options Approaches

Today-for-Today

Understanding what the world looks like today and how
the company ‘fits’ that world.

This is the world of strategic plans, competitive
positioning, industry structure, etc.

This path also demands a strong fast response
capability for long-term survival.

Most strategy books, articles and practices focus on this
path.

Tools involve analytics using quantitative lagging and
current indicators to create predictions.

Today-for-Tomorrow

Imagining what the world could look like tomorrow
and how the company can shape that world.

This is the world of strategic options – both new
business creation options and core transformation
options.

This path is underserved by most strategy functions in
businesses today.

Tools involve foresight methods using qualitative
leading indicators to create narratives.
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For planning and implementing strategy, the need is for a broad definition that encompasses both ‘‘today-

for-today’’ and ‘‘today-for-tomorrow,’’....the primordial task of leadership is the strategic one of moving the

company towards the future.”

– Derek F. Abell: Author, Founding President of the European School of Management & Technology in Berlin



These Two Paths Represent Very Different Approaches  

Today-for-Today Today-for-Tomorrow

Senior executives are sponsors Senior executives are participants

Relies on fast response to disruption Anticipates disruption with strategic options

Inside out; company-centric perspective Outside in; ecosystem centric perspective

Certainty is high Uncertainty is high

The past is a good predictor The past is an unreliable predictor

Analytical process; numbers are important Creative process; stories are important

Planning is the objective Planning is not very helpful

Organization IS prepared Organization needs to prepare

Sole focus on the core business Focus extends beyond the core

Forecast:  short-term trends extrapolation Foresight and peripheral vision

Sustaining Innovation is important Strategic Innovation is important
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Clearly, Different Systems are Required for Each Approach
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This Diagram Illustrates the Distinction in How These Two Types 

of Strategy Contend With an Uncertain Future
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Today for 

Tomorrow

PREPARE TO STRIKE
• Observation
• Exploration
• Experimentation
• Relationships

• Modeling
• Advocacy

STRIKE
• M&A
• Venture investments
• Strategic innovation
• Partner agreements

• Facility investments
• Recruiting & hiring

• Force & trend discovery
• Domain identification
• Future state imagination
• Vignette and story creation
• Extraction and back-casting
• New ecosystems; new roles
• New competencies

• Strategic options discovery

Dual-Path Strategy Encompasses Both Strategy Development 

and Strategy Deployment 
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Development Deployment

Today for 

Today

• Situational analysis (SWOT); 
core competencies

• Industry structure; compet. 
analysis (5 Forces)

• Financial forecasts
• Capital allocation
• Functional plans
• Product roadmaps
• Balanced scorecard metrics

• Cascading communication
• Objectives and key results 
• Resource & budget changes
• Organization changes
• Capital allocations
• Sustaining innovation



Today-for-Tomorrow Relies on Preparedness, Not Prediction
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A Strategic Option is Defined as a New Business – Either 

Core Transformation or Beyond the Core
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New future

New business 
strategic options

New opportunity

Core transformation

Beyond the core

Ecosystem transformation

New domains

New platforms

New solutions



Strategic Options:  Core Transformation
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1. Expand – create new business within 

existing demand dimensions

2. Focus – narrow demand dimensions to 

high value segments

3. Consolidate – acquire new design 

capabilities to address new demands

4. Coordinate – create new design 

capabilities through partnering

5. Jump – move into new demand spaces 

above or below current level

6. Escape – shift to new demand spaces 

with new design possibilities



Strategic Options:  Beyond the Core
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1. Organic – create a new business from 

scratch with largely internal resources

2. Consortium – create a new business by 

co-investing with other companies

3. Venture Investing – acquire a controlling 

stake in a startup (pre-seed to Series D)

4. Venture Acquisition – acquire a proven 

startup at exit

5. M&A – acquire a fully-scaled business
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Learning

Wide and deep 

knowledge building

Search, probe, 

gather, extract, 

record

Mind-of-the-

community, research

Data & information 

on people, orgs., 

tech., systems

Outreach discovery

1
Synthesis

Figuring out the 

complex system

Pattern Identification, 

categorize, classify, 

modeling

Complex systems 

thinking & modeling

Influence diagrams, 

adoption, economic 

& SDM models

Qualitative synthesis

2
Foresight

Imagining plausible 

futures

Trend discovery & 

projection, scenario 

building, backcasting

Future states, people, 

places, systems 

Scenarios,  Day-in-

the-Life Vignettes, 

artifacts, experiences

Mental duality 

3
Discovery

Creating new 

concepts

Discovery-of & 

Discovery-about 

ideation

Design thinking, JTBD, 

technology effects 

Concept opportunities,  

domains, themes, 

strategies

Experimental 

imagination

4
Portfolio 

Making decisions 

under uncertainty

Wisdom-of-crowd + 

Wisdom-of-elite =  

focus attention

Mind-of-the-company 

ODDS, Assessments

Domain, experiment, 

role, opportunity, 

Signpost

Options decision 

making, 

5

Storytelling

Illuminating future 

possibilities

Future state narratives 

and model foresight 

insights

Visualization, profiling, 

business case

If-then & FOMO 

stories, map to market 

stepping stones

Clarifying storytelling

6

Six Toolsets for the Strategic Options Development Phase
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Observation 
1

Advocacy
6

Exploration

Controlled tests of 

possibilities and limits

Create hypotheses for 

key assumptions

Design experiments to 

test hypotheses

Run experiments –

both real world and 

simulations

Identify key insights

Modify signposts and 

pro forma cases

2
Experimentation

Learn with others, 

new capabilities

Collaborations, 

consortiums, 

Investments

Identify key funding 

and capability gaps 

Search for external 

partners to fill gaps

Assess and engage 

high-value partners

3
Relationships

Reveal complex 

system dynamics

Identify obstacles or 

aids to success (govt., 

NGO, Societal)

Set signposts for 

obstacles and aids

Develop positions that 

are consistent with 

stakeholder interests 

and brand

Create plans and  

promote positions

4

Modeling

Reveal all  

consequence +/-

Identify obstacles or 

aids to success (govt., 

NGO, Societal)

Set signposts for 

obstacles and aids

Develop positions 

consistent with 

stakeholder values

Create plans and  

promote positions

5

Six Toolsets for the Deployment ‘Prepare to Strike’ Phase

Purposeful searching 

for new knowledge

Deep-dive learning, 

knowledge gathering 

for a domain

Scout the adjacent 

possible, emerging 

trends

Build pro forma cases 

for strategic options

Revise pro forma 

cases as situation 

evolves

Active and passive 

scanning for events

Establish & monitor 

signposts, detect 

signals

Superforecasts, alerts, 

probes, channels

Anticipated and 

unanticipated triggers 

and flags

Outreach 

engagement



5-year window to 

monitor & prepare
5-year window to 

invest & launch

Case Story:  Dual-Path Strategy Might Have Saved Blockbuster
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1997 1998 2000 2002 2007 Mid-202020042001 2010 201420132006

Core Transformation

2011

New Business Creation



The Result

• The annual strategic plan is protected on
the downside

• Aperture is opened up on strategic options
for core transformation and new growth.

• Organization develops a more robust long-
term perspective.

• Innovation and strategy work is more
closely coupled.

• The organization becomes more agile and
open at the senior levels.
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“The future is already here – it's just 

not very evenly distributed.”

William Gibson 



Supplementary Slides
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Transformation and Disruption are Widening the Range of 

Possible Future Outcomes for Companies
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• Volatility, uncertainty, complexity and

ambiguity (VUCA) are accelerating –

which can be threat or opportunity.

– Threat: downside risk of disruption

– Opportunity: upside growth possibilities

others don’t see

• Bold strategic innovations are needed

to seize opportunities and fend off

disruptive threats.

• Commitment needed at the strategy

level for long-term success.

• Boundary-pushing strategies are hard

for large companies to pursue.



There are Clear Pros and Cons for Each Approach

Approach Pros Cons

Fast Response • Avoids wasting capital and expense on 

strategic options that don’t pan out.

• If the disruptive threat is a competitor, it 

is sometimes an advantage to be a fast 

follower.

• Can work for some companies for a 

long period of time (until it doesn’t).

• Response may be insufficient to avoid 

serious harm.

• The downside risk is unknowable in 

advance and uncontrollable.

• If the disruptive threat is a competitor, 

it is not possible to have the fastest 

response.

Strategic Options • Increases the odds of long-term survival 

and prosperity.

• The costs are known in advance and 

controllable.

• Having demonstrable options may 

increase current valuation, pleasing 

shareholders and inhibiting unwanted 

hostile acquirers.

• Zero payback on capital and expense 

for all options that don’t pan out.

• Costs are incurred in the near term for 

uncertain benefits in the medium or 

long term.

• Requires deft execution to support 

multiple options at the same time.
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In Theory, Conditions Can Favor Either Approach

Approach Internal Capability Industry Rate of Change (1)

Fast Response

Good transformation 
capability – quick to begin, 
strong change management 
skills and high commitment 
levels.

Insulated from disruption –
high barriers to entry, high 
industry concentration.

Very low – a fast response can 
easily close the gap before it 
becomes critical.

Extremely high – its difficult to 
even know which set of 
strategic options to pursue.

Strategic Options

Strong strategic management 
capability – identifying the 
best options and pursuing 
them simultaneously.

Low protection from 
disruption – low barriers to 
entry, high fragmentation.

From very low to very high – its 
possible to pick a limited set of 
strategic options to pursue with 
good confidence.
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(1) Inovo suggests the PESTEL framework:  Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal

Diversified Companies May Want to Use Both Approaches Across a 

Portfolio of Business Units, Geographies and Segments



Strategic Options Can Be Characterized Along Four Dimensions
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What is wanted
now or in the future

What is possible
now or in the future

How the value chain 

and influencers will 

participate

How the company should 

be structured to succeed

Demand Design

System
Organi-

zation

Internal

Context

Offering

External



One year to 

“monitor & prepare”

Case Story:  Ørsted…10 Years to Core Transformation
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85% coal; 1/3 of 

Denmark’s CO2 

emissions

Set “85/15” vision – 85% 

renewable by 2040

86% renewable; 21 

years ahead of 

schedule; market 

cap at $30B

Got into coal-based 

energy via merger 

with 5 other Danish 

energy companies

Completed IPO with 

valuation of $15B

Sold North Sea oil 

& gas business

“Scanning new horizons and spotting new business areas

are essential to Orsted’s strategy and our ambition to

become a global renewable-energy major.”

- Martin Neubert, CEO of Orsted Offshore Wind

business (McKinsey interview, 2020)

Founded as oil & 

gas production 

company

Divested last 

onshore wind 

turbines

Acquired Deep-

water Wind to 

expand in the US

Ørsted is a $10B revenue Danish energy

company. It is currently the largest offshore

wind farm company in the world and is

currently building the world’s two largest

wind farms.

Abandoned major 

coal power project 

in Germany

Sold all businesses 

except offshore 

wind and oil & gas

2008 2017201520061972 2009 2012 2014 2016 2019

~ ~ Ten years from start to near total transformation



About Inovo
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A Quick Snapshot of The Inovo Group

• Launched in 2001…19 years in business

− One of the original innovation firms to form in 

the early 2000s

• Focused on “strategic innovation”

− Anticipating future transformation

− Building innovation capability

− Creating strategic opportunities

• Clients mostly large companies using science 
& technology as a competitive differentiator

• Cross-industry focus – the value of translating 

technologies and business models across 

industry boundaries
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History of Client Collaboration in a Wide Variety of Industries
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Healthcare Automotive Materials

Industrials Consumer / RetailFood & Ag

http://www.pfizer.com/main.html


The Ultimate Goal of Our Clients is to Find the Right Balance 

of Sustaining and Strategic Innovation
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Sustaining Innovations

Necessary to stay competitive in the short-term.
Challenge is preventing adoption by competitors.

Strategic Innovations

Necessary to stay competitive in the long-term.
Challenges are external adoption and internal resistance.

We distinguish two types of innovation - each with their
own challenges and requiring a unique set of capabilities

We focus on developing Strategic Innovation outcomes and
capabilities to help organizations deliver Accelerated Growth



Strategic Innovation has Very Unique Requirements
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1. View of 5 to 20-year future trends & scenarios

2. Explicit exploration of business model innovation

3. New internal capabilities

4. More collaboration with external entities

5. Key insights not limited to ‘voice of the customer’

6. Test & learn approach to development and launch

7. New decision-making methodologies

8. New metrics for decision-making and for success

9. Cultural contrast with operating units

Requirements of Strategic 

Innovation
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Inovo has Deep Experience and Know-How in Three 

Strategic Innovation Service Areas

Anticipate 
Future 

Transformation

Build an
Innovation 

System

Create 
Strategic 

Opportunities

Develop an evidence-based

view of the future, spot disruptive

threats & transformations and

identify high potential domains

of opportunity.

Create the ability to respond to

transformation, allowing you to

survive and thrive…to become

the disruptor rather than the

disrupted.

Generate, develop and launch

new products, services and

business models that propel

current businesses and create

new business opportunities.

• Identify relevant trends and 

weak signals

• Develop future scenarios; 

backcast to the present

• Identify disruptive threats 

and opportunity domains

• Create foresight-based 

strategic options

• Tailor innovation system design 

to business strategy

• Design organization and 

operation to deliver innovation

• Design roles, responsibilities 

and individual competencies

• Create a system of metrics to 

ensure progress

• Identify and validate strategic 

opportunities

• Generate organizational 

alignment and commitment

• Incubate opportunities from 

concept to product-market fit

• Commercialize and scale 

opportunities



Strategic Innovation Playbook
S a m p l e  C o n t e n t s
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Our Innovation System practice
results in a customized

Strategic Innovation Playbook



Inovo can help you build your innovation playbook

to become more systematic 
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Covering all aspects
of your innovation system



The Inovo Group
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For more information, check out our 

website at www.theinovogroup.com

With Inovo as collaboration
partner and guide,
companies transform their
innovation capabilities,
culture & offerings.

Brian Christian
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
Mobile: +1 (269) 930-0574
Email: BChristian@TheInovoGroup.com

http://www.theinovogroup.com/

